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we have gone a long way already, but now what we need is a focused on
improving the realistic results of realtime, markerless facial animations.

faceware allows performers to achieve a highly-realistic character by creating
custom shapes to fit the actors face in 3dxchange using facial keymaps to

enable automated or manual movement of face expressions. faceware makes
a great foundation for you to start from or complete your projects more

efficiently and with great results. for best facial animation results you should
use all 9 head poses in 3dxchange. faceposer for faceware provides automatic
animation of these poses. its the perfect way to accomplish facial animation

and it also offers many other great features for you such as allowing the
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expression of the eyes, mouth and hair to move independently. the faceware
plugin for after effects helps you to create the feeling of a live performance.
faceware gives you the ability to rotate, scale, position and blend the facial
expressions of an actor in real-time, adding realism, personality, and more

when performing or simply working on a project. last months faceware live 2.5
launch, was the first release ever to use realtime markerless tracking. in this

case, with the power of live studio video content and an ipad, we were able to
take realtime markerless facial tracking to a whole new level of quality. we

were able to take facial performances to a new level of quality using markers.
but in this case, that couldnt be the case. we need a system that can be with
any performance setup, including a moving stand and not just a static setup,
in any performance environment and all of its conditions. if we can just find a

solution to those problems, we can totally change the world. the state of
realtime, markerless tracking. you can download faceware live 2.5 here:
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created with a deep understanding of space, shape and materials and how
they interact with light, vertex controllers are an ideal tool for artists,

illustrators and game designers. the system provides both live and automated
pose tracking of objects for real-time and virtual environments. originally

conceived for hobby use, the vertex controller is unique among live and plug-
in controllers in its user friendliness and ease of setup and use. designed for
artists of any skill-level, vertex will empower the next generation of cg artists

to create innovative and seamless content. with the demo suite, users are
able to bring their pipeline to life through real-time character animation in

simple steps. with demos like face, nemo, para and other great demos, weve
put together an array of tools that deliver practical and efficient solutions to
the challenges that haunt digital artists. live now provides a single-button

workflow for capturing real-time, markerless facial animation. users no longer
have to create animation by frame-by-frame work. just point and shoot! using

live 2.5, users can turn any animations created in clone into live facial
animation in seconds, without the need for any editing. faceware live, a real-
time interactive facial tracking and animation system, is now available to the

public in a commercial release. a complete solution for the creation and
execution of real-time facial animation in front of a live studio audience, it

enables broadcast professionals to put live, interactive performances to work
for their audiences. 5ec8ef588b
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